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The Martin Luther King holiday is always one of my favorite working days at the hospital. The cooks
have an opportunity to make their favorite dishes and we’ll eat lots of great nearly home cooked
food without a lot of guilt. The basement I work in is with reminders of Dr. King’s life and work and
we’ll dine on smothered chicken, baked macaroni and hot water corn bread. This has been a
traumatic year for much of our staff. Several have felt the effects of poor diet and years of inattention
to diabetic and stroke issues. Nevertheless, for one day we’ll count our blessings, enjoy the food
and consider all that has transpired in everyone’s lives. I’ve never worked with a group of people so
fully aware of their history and so mindful of their achievements in life. A year ago this week, I had
one of the greatest working experiences of my short life. On inauguration morning, as I waited on
customers, the sound of Sam Cooke’s anthem A Change Is Going To Come started to wend its
way from the kitchen outward. This was not the “Change” of some spray tanned, suburban 16-year-
old American Idol wannabe. The song that carried out and began to be picked up by everyone in
hearing distance was neither mournful or overly glib. This “Change” was proud and defiant and
knowingly sung from the top of the proverbial mountain top. Of course, in my infinite jerkitude, I
ruined part of the moment. Someone scrawled “Change We Can Believe In!” on the menu board,
which I answered with a scribbled “I only believe in cash.”  So much for sensitivity.

My favorite game of the past few days has been “Spot the Second City Influence.”  Chicago Sun-
Times writer Mike Thomas recently published Second City Unscripted, the oral history of the
famed Chicago/Toronto comedy clubs. The book traces the history of Second City and its heirs
(SCTV, Saturday Night Live) through the recollections of the actors and directors who’ve made it
successful. I am loath to admit that I’ve never taken in a Second City production, despite being just
down the road from Chicago. After reading the interviews in Thomas’ book, I am making plans to do
the pilgrimage. Unscripted details the career beginnings at Second City of hundreds of comic
actors/actresses of the last five decades and reveals to the reader that nearly every TV program
and feature comedy of the last two generations probably has a Second City alum involved at some
level. Check out the book. I’m going to my corner to read, stare into space and mutter
“pha.”                 www.secondcityunscripted.com
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